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Keeping you in a positive mindset!

ENERGY BLOCKAGE

The unseen flow of energy surrounding and penetrating your body is your aura. An
ancient Ayurvedic healing theory says that your energy flows like a force that
provides energy to your organs through 7 energy centers or chakras.
 
These chakras send energy from the earth under your feet through your body’s 7
centers in an upward spiral beginning at your tailbone and ending at crown of your
head.
 
When there is a blockage in your solar plexus chakra, above your belly button, you
can’t get motivated. You feel tired, mentally drained, and you feel less than
yourself. If you are giving mental and physical energy to something that is not
helping you, then chose to stop now.

Have you ever gone to the doctor with a list of legitimate complaints, only to return
with perfectly clean test results? Do you ever feel unbalanced, like you’re constantly
walking on shaky ground? Does everything seem upside down, unclear, and even
scary? Maybe you wake up from a long night’s sleep, feeling restless and uneasy?
These days, we are surrounded by so much stimulation with technology, caffeine
consumption, and stress, that our energy can feel overworked and restricted. When
you feel like something isn’t right in your body, but can’t physically point it out, it’s
a sign that your problem is likely energetic

Unblock Yourself
Program
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What is hurting or frustrating me the most right now?
Say it aloud.
What part of your life is not the way you want it to be?
Why are you continuing to allow this circumstance to continue in a way that is
causing you frustration and anxiety?
Why have you not decided to act yet?
When will you decide to act?
Why not now?
What other excuses are you making to keep from making progress
Why are you making excuses when all you need to do is acknowledge that you
have failed to act, decide to act, and take a step forward?

Working with opening the chakra of the solar plexus is an emotional process. The
solar plexus is the gut chakra. This is exactly the energy center that we are
referring to when we say ‘Trust your gut.’
 
Your instincts have been off lately, which is causing you to fail to act out of fear.
You might have recently had a setback, or discovered that you couldn’t trust
someone that you thought you could. Something happened that caused you to stop
listening to your gut.
 
Begin the process of healing your solar plexus chakra by seeing with open eyes,
heart and mind what is hurting your feelings right now. Ask yourself these
questions:
 

HOW YOU CAN REMOVE THE
BLOCKED ENERGY
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I'm too busy.
I'm too old.
It's too much work.
It costs too much.
It's too risky
I'm too tired.
It takes too much time.
It's too confusing.
It's too pointless
It's too much to think about.

 
All of these are basically mental shields. But instead of protecting you from harm,
they may prevent you from helping yourself. We all think this way at some point.
But if you find yourself thinking this way more often than not, it may be time to
unlock your mental block.

How often have you heard or said
any of these lines?

Here are some keys I've learned to unlock the block:

Focus on One and Not Too. Identify one thing you want to do today, or one thing
you want to accomplish this week. rather than piling too much on your "to do" list.
And make that one thing happen.
 
Waste Less; Gain More. It's not about having too little time. Spend your time
better and learn to stop wasting it. You'll find more time if you reallocate how you
are spending it.
 
Exercise Your Brain. Mental fitness is as important as physical exercise. Many
women (and men) focus more on working out to fine tune their bodies and less on
improving their minds through education, reading, writing and just staying curious
and open to new things.Think Can Over Cannot. The word "not" shouldn't tie you up
in emotional knots. Kick the can-not thinking and focus on the can-do.
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Here are some keys I've learned to unlock the block:

Age Doesn't Matter. Attitude Makes It Happen. The best things in life are free
minds and spirits.You have the power. Sometimes you need to find the key and
unlock your mental block.
 
Identify the end result and the first step. You don’t have to know exactly how
you’re going to accomplish a goal. You only need to know what your goal is and
how you can get started in the right direction. From here, action inspires more
action. Each step will help you identify the next one.
 
Ask yourself “What do I need to do next?” Once you’ve gotten started, sometimes
it can feel difficult to keep going. Piggy-backing on the idea above, I find that if I
ask myself what the next action will be, I’m able to find a bite-sized action that
propels me forward.
 
Be your own coach (and cheerleader). Your coach is someone who believes in you.
They know you’re capable of anything if you’re willing to put in the work. The job
of your coach is to help you break big problems into small problems, ask the right
questions, and find necessary answers. They’re the person who helps you get out of
your head and reminds you why you’re doing what you’re doing. Their job is to help
you stay focused and motivated in the direction of your choosing. And if you decide
to give up, they’re there to help you make a thoughtful decision based on the
information at hand (rather than an impulsive decision rooted in fear or
frustration).
 
Time Block. Often I get blocked because I just don’t feel like I have the amount of
necessary uninterrupted time to focus on the situation at hand. If I need to design
a feature for Marlow, I often feel like I need at least 2 hours. There’s “no way” I
could design it in 5 minutes. The truth is that I often can. But the mental energy of
knowing that I have a call coming up or that I need to head to a meeting is
distracting. To eliminate this, I block off chunks of time on my calendar for getting
work done. This works very well for me and serves as an impetus to keep moving
forward.
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Here are some keys I've learned to unlock the block:

Ask yourself “what’s the worst that would happen.” Often thinking about things
from the lens of the worst-case-scenario helps me push through. For example,
when I was applying to study abroad in college, the worst case scenario was that I
would apply incorrectly and not get accepted (turns out nearly everyone get
accepted so even that was unlikely). The real downside was that if I didn’t apply, I
wouldn’t get to go. That (combined with my “coach”) was enough to keep me
moving forward.
 
Set Real Deadlines. Real deadlines have a way of unblocking us. They’re different
from arbitrary deadlines in that you’re actually making a commitment to someone
else. If you make a commitment to others that you’re going to do something, it’s
easier to get it done. For example, I often find that my regular updates to my team
or investors serve as a driving force to help me stay accountable to my own goals.
If I say I’m going to do something in this month’s update, I’m going to work that
much harder to make sure it’s done before the next update!
 
Actively Choose to De-prioritize. Sometimes we’re blocked because the task at
hand no longer aligns with our goals. If you find yourself getting really blocked, ask
yourself what it is that is preventing you from moving forward. Are you not excited
by the work? Do you want to be moving in a different direction? What’s causing
you to feel blocked? Answering these questions with thoughtful answers will help
you move forward.
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1st Chakra: Being depleted of first chakra energy feels like a survival crisis. You
can’t get grounded because you are stuck in your head. By contrast, if you have too
much energy at the root, you can become greedy or excessive in behaviors. These
are misguided attempts to get grounded.
 
2nd Chakra: When someone is stuck in their sacral chakra, they struggle with
being ruled by their emotions or the opposite of this, which is feeling numb or out
of touch. There's also a correlation to sexual desire (or the lack thereof) at this
level. Creativity and pleasure are both found at this energetic level.
 
3rd Chakra: This chakra is often considered the power center, and when out of
balance, self-esteem may be low and decision-making can feel out of control.
Temper flare-ups are also common when energy isn’t flowing well here.
 
4th Chakra: The heart chakra, when flowing with energy, feels filled with love,
compassion, forgiveness, and acceptance. When there's a blockage at this energy
level, anger, jealousy, grief, or self-hatred can be more prominent.
 
5th Chakra: This chakra is the source of speaking your most authentic truth. When
energy is blocked or low here, fear of not being accepted or of being judged
becomes a problem. You might also feel out of touch with your opinions and
desires and have challenge in making choices.
 
6th Chakra: The word Ajna means “beyond wisdom,” and when this chakra is open,
you experience expanded imagination, clairvoyance, and intuition. When there is a
blockage at this level, there can be a tendency to be over-involved in fantasy or
imagination. Lack of focus or clouded judgment can also occur.
 
7th Chakra: The crown chakra connects you to the wider universal energy, so when
this area has a block, isolation or emotional distress can occur. This may present
as an inability to set or follow through on goals or an overall lack of direction and
feelings of disconnection.

Signs of Blocked Energy at
Each Chakra

When you understand that everything is energy, you understand
that everything can be manipulated.
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How to Get Energy Flowing?

When energy is stuck in a particular chakra, help get it flowing again through
these tips:

1ST CHAKRA (ROOT)

Element: The root chakra is associated with earth, so walking barefoot in the sand,
grass, or dirt can be beneficial. Any time spent in nature is helpful for this chakra.
Nutrition: Eat healthy red foods like tomatoes, beets, berries, and apples.
Wear and Decorate: Use accents of red and wear red jewelry, clothing, or shoes.

2ND CHAKRA (SACRAL)

Element: The sacral chakra is associated with water, which means swimming or
spending time by bodies of water like lakes and oceans is beneficial.
Nutrition: Eat orange foods like carrots, oranges, melons, or mangoes.
Wear and Decorate: Surround yourself with orange accessories or tones.

3RD CHAKRA (SOLAR PLEXUS)

Element: The solar plexus chakra is associated with the element of fire, so enjoy
sitting around a bonfire or soak up bright sunlight.
Nutrition: Eat yellow foods like bananas, ginger, turmeric, pineapple, and corn.
Wear and Decorate: Wearing yellow clothing, jewelry, and accessories would be
beneficial.
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How to Get Energy Flowing?

When energy is stuck in a particular chakra, help get it flowing again through
these tips:

4TH CHAKRA (HEART)

Elements: The heart chakra is associated with air, so breathing deeply will help to
clear the energy at this level. Drive with the windows open, fly a kite, or take a
boat ride.
Nutrition: Eat green foods including broccoli, avocado, and leafy greens like kale or
spinach.
Wear and Decorate: Accent your life with all shades of green.

5TH CHAKRA (THROAT)

Element: The throat chakra is associated with ether (similar to spirit), so sitting in
an open space under a clear sky is a fabulous way to get this energy flowing
appropriately.
Nutrition: Eat blue foods like blueberries, currants, dragon fruit, and kelp.
Wear and Decorate: Use all blue tones.

6TH CHAKRA (THIRD EYE)

Element: The third eye chakra is associated with light. To balance and open this
chakra, sit in stillness in the sunlight or relax in a window as the sun pours in.
Nutrition: Eat indigo foods including purple kale, grapes, and blackberries.
Wear and Decorate: Wearing indigo clothing or jewelry and decorating with accents
of this color will be useful.
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How to Get Energy Flowing?

When energy is stuck in a particular chakra, help get it flowing again through
these tips:

7TH CHAKRA (CROWN)

Element: The crown chakra is affiliated with all the elements, so connecting with
your wholeness rather than a single element is the recommended practice. Spend
time in meditation, chanting, or prayer.
Nutrition: At this level, the nutrition is no longer for the physical body. This chakra
is not nourished with food, but with spiritual practices. Practice self-reflection and
curiosity.
Wear and Decorate: Wearing violet clothing or jewelry and decorating with accents
of this color will be useful.

When you understand that everything is energy, you understand that everything
can be manipulated.
 
It’s all about positive and negative ions if you wanna get sci-ency about it.
 
Since energy is neither created nor destroyed, but instead continuously transferred
from one place to another, the goal is to intercept as much energy as you can and
direct it toward the thing or goal you have in mind.
 
Most people label energy in the body as whether you feel tired or not. This is a
correct definition, of course, but by far not the only one.
 
Energy powers more than just your drive to get up and do something. It drives your
creativity, your ambition, your happiness. Energy flows to every aspect of who you
are and powers your ability to feel, think and act upon it all.
 
When you encounter a problem such as low physical energy, depression or even lack
of money, it’s because your flow of energy has encountered a block and needs to be
cleared in order to continue to flow properly and get to where it’s suppose to be.
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How Do You Clear Energy
Blocks?

1 - CLEANSE/DETOX

Our world these days is such a toxic one. There are harmful chemicals in nearly
everything we touch and use on a daily basis.
 
Regardless of what sort of block you are dealing with, a cleanse or a detox might
be a good way to go.  These work best with digestion or nutritional issues. If you
are prone to colds or general sickness it could mean you have some clogs from
toxins or a poor diet.
 
They can also help with mental blocks too, though. Chemicals can manipulate
hormones which can have you all out of whack. It’s that mind body connection
everyone talks about. If your hormones aren’t balanced, physical and mental blocks
alike can be effected.
 
Cleaning out all the piping will do you some good and fix many issues you may be
having. We should all do this routinely every couple of months or so to make sure
everything’s clean and flowing properly.

2 - HEAL ENERGY BLOCKS WITH REIKI

Why! I’m glad you asked! If you encounter any types of energy blocks there are

many ways to heal them.

Reiki is a healing technique used by reiki masters to channel energy through the
body to clear blocks and restore flow. They can aid the natural healing process and
do wonders for both physical and mental ailments.
 
This is a great way to heal energy blocks.
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How Do You Clear Energy
Blocks?

3 - MEDITATION

Meditating on your blocks will help you clear them, as the body is naturally meant
to do. You can focus on one chakra at a time by imagining a swirling pool of light
or water. See it swirling effortlessly and smoothly.
 
Do this with each chakra, moving from one to the next. You can hold your right
hand over each chakra and move it in a circular motion, helping it along if you like.
 
Since each chakra controls and influences certain aspects of you, both your
thoughts and actions, keeping them clear is very important to well rounded physical
and mental health.
 
You can meditate on a thought or ailment you would like to clear. You can imagine
the word or phrase and see it dissipate from existence.
 
Practice makes perfect. If you’re new to meditation, it may seem silly at first. Just
stick with it though. Trust me, you’ll have good results, and it’ll get easier as you
get use to it.

4 - EAT CORRECTLY

I wish I could tell you the one specific diet you should eat to have the best results
in everything you wish to accomplish. However, the truth of the matter is that
everyone is different. What effects one person negatively may not effect another in
the least.
 
It all stems back to your particular ancestors and what they were use to eating.
Therefore, evolving your body to process that particular diet efficiently.
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How Do You Clear Energy
Blocks?

The best way to figure out your ideal diet is to experiment with your body. Try
eliminating one or several things at a time. After a week or so, all of it that was in
your body should have more or less processed out. Take a note on how you feel.
 
Introduce one thing at a time back into your diet and take note of how you feel
after eating each item.
 
Do you feel bad after eating some dairy? Are you bloated and gassy after eating
bread? Did that sugar make you feel anxious?
 
Keep a journal of everything you eat and everything you feel so that you can begin
to see connections. Adjust your diet appropriately because that’s legitimately the
only way to do it.
 
Your perfect diet is unique to only you.

5 - SUNLIGHT

Sunlight naturally clears blocks and recharges your energy. Everyone should be
getting at least a little sun everyday.
 
I know it’s harder in the winter. Try opening up all of your curtains to let as much
natural light in as possible. It will help.
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How Do You Clear Energy
Blocks?

This is one of my absolute favourite things to do!
 
I feng shui everything!Feng shui is an ancient art of a science that arranges things
in specific colors, orders and patterns to allow for optimal qi (energy) flow.
 
It’s super detailed and intricate and deals with the five elements: Earth, water,
wood, fire and metal. Your house and workplace should follow the laws of Feng
Shui. Any where you spend a lot of time.
 
Start small. The most important places to start with are your work place and your
bedroom since that’s generally where you spend the most time.
 
I’m working on a post for you to teach you some basics! How exciting! I’ll keep you
posted.

6 - FENG SHUI

You know me. I couldn’t possibly offer you a list of solutions that didn’t include
yoga, now could I?
 
Yoga helps energy flow by working out the muscles and ligaments. By
strengthening the channels through which energy flows through the body, said
energy can flow more efficiently.

7 - HEAL ENERGY BLOCKS WITH YOGA
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How Do You Clear Energy
Blocks?

Being around electronics all of the time really messes with our natural energy. The
energy from the machines intertwines with our own and causes disruptions.
 
If we’re constantly plugged in, which most of us are, it can manifest in all sorts of
problems; mentally and physically.
 
Taking just thirty minutes or so to get away from our technological world will help
you in restoring flow. The more time you take away, the more benefits you’ll see.

8 - UNPLUG

I saw something once that said something along the lines of, we have forgotten
how to breathe in the energy of the universe, and thus, forgotten in large how to
heal, live and be.
 
There are tons of breathing techniques out there all aimed at one specific thing or
another. I like to just focus on breathing deeply and often.
 
Breathing will help you heal, detox, focus and clear any block you need to clear
efficiently.

9 - BREATHE
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How Do You Clear Energy
Blocks?

Mindset is everything. The way you think and speak directly relates to your actions
and the energy you put out into the world.
 
You get back what you put in right? If you only put out negative energy, you will
only receive negative in turn. Like wise, if you put out positive, you will receive
positive. Very simple math.
 
Pay attention to how you speak. Instead of “I don’t have any money.” try, “I’m
going to find me some money.” You speak your truth. No matter what your truth is.
You decide.

10 - MINDSET

Lemon Essential Oil will help improve physical energy.
Vitamin C will help with these things.
Burning sage will help clear negative energies.

11 - ODDS AND ENDS
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Tapping Your Chakras

By simply tapping the above points, we can clear old energy and move through
negative emotions much more quickly.
 
There are two ways to approach this:
 
1 - Starting at the crown chakra and ending at the root, tap each point about 5-7
times. Go through the rotation several times if you wish
 
2 - If you have one particular chakra that you feel needs extra balancing, feel free
to concentrate on that chakra, tapping for up to a few minutes while you close your
eyes and breathe deep. That’s it! Do this daily for a nice balancing routine –
unblocked chakras are just a tap away…

Located on the top of the head, the crown chakra symbolises spirituality and your
connection to a higher power. It is tied to the energy of knowing you can trust life,
that you are being taken care of and guided. The focus of the crown chakra is to
help you connect with your purpose in life and your connection to a higher source.
 
Tapping point: top of the head

THIRD EYE OR BROW (SIXTH) CHAKRA
This chakra is located directly between the eyebrows. It represents intuition,
imagination, reflection, and the ability to see things for what or how they are. Its
focus is vision and inner guidance.
 
Tapping point: between the eyebrows (be extra gentle with this point)

How to release stuck energy?

CROWN (SEVENTH) CHAKRA

Located in the center of the neck, this chakra is about expression, communication,
and truth. Its focus is communication and expression.
 
Tapping point: front of the throat

THROAT (FIFTH) CHAKRA
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Tapping Your Chakras

HEART (FOURTH) CHAKRA
The heart chakra is located in the centre of your chest. It is linked to love, intimacy,
forgiveness, and the ability to send and receive love. It’s also responsible for your
heart’s desires and can help you manifest them. Its focus is love, relationships and
inner healing.
 
Tapping point: in the middle of the chest, at your heart’s centre

The solar plexus chakra, located just below the sternum, governs your sense of
personal power, including your personal choices and actions in the world. Its energy
is tied to self-confidence, self-esteem, and a feeling of being in control of your life.
It stores your judgments and opinions about the world and yourself. Its focus is
personal power and a positive mentality.
 
Tapping point: right under the sternum at your solar plexus

SOLAR PLEXUS (THIRD) CHAKRA

The sacral chakra, also referred to as the womb chakra, is located in the pelvis
behind the navel. It relates to your creativity and feelings and is also linked to
childlike joy. It represents sexuality and is tied closely to your stories and
conditioning from childhood. Its focus is feelings, creativity, and joy.
 
Tapping point: just below the belly button

SACRAL (SECOND) CHAKRA

The root chakra is located at the base of the spine. It represents your feelings of
safety and survival. It’s connected to early childhood beliefs, money, and identity. It
deals with issues of abandonment, unworthiness, and insecurity. Its focus is safety,
security, and survival.
 
Tapping point: lower sacrum or top of your thighs. (Using flat hands to gently slap
your thighs, pretend you are continuously motioning for a puppy to come sit on
your lap)

ROOT (FIRST) CHAKRA
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Are Your Chakras Balanced?

Below are 9 key questions to ask yourself in order to discover which chakras, if any,
need attention:

Your Earth Star Chakra is the closest connection you have to Gaia. It is a spinning
wheel of light, located about 12 inches below your feet, connecting you to the
collective energy that surrounds us. When you have an active connection to Gaia’s
ancient wisdom, you can feel your ties to the bones of your ancestors, to the spirits
that live in every part of nature, and to the collective consciousness of humanity.
When your Earth Star Chakra is imbalanced or underactive, you may feel detached
and unsteady.

1 - Do you feel safe and supported?

EARTH STAR CHAKRA (VASUNDHARA)

Your Root Chakra is your center of stability. When you feel connected and
supported by Gaia, you are held safe and happy in her embrace. When your Root
Chakra is out of balance, you can feel anxious and dizzy, almost like walking on
uneven ground. This affects both your professional and personal relationships
because when your sense of comfort and security feel depleted, your connection to
others can start to crumble as well. When your Root Chakra is active and healthy,
you walk with more confidence knowing you are seen and supported.

2 - Do you feel grounded and balanced?

ROOT CHAKRA (MULADHARA)

Your Sacral Chakra governs your creativity, your passions, and sexual desires. It is
the domain of all creation. Your Sacral Chakra controls what you bring to life;
whether it’s an idea, a project, or a child. When this center is imbalanced or
underactive, you will likely feel closed off to intimacy and may experience an
inability to pursue your passions. You may even face problems conceiving a physical
baby. When your Sacral Chakra iscbalanced, you feel vivacious and inspired;
empowered and filled with desire, which, in turn, makes you more desirable to
others.

3 - Do you feel inspired and passionate?

SACRAL CHAKRA (SVADHISTHANA)
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Are Your Chakras Balanced?

Below are 9 key questions to ask yourself in order to discover which chakras, if any,
need attention:

Your Solar Plexus is the center of your personal power. It’s like a light switch inside
of you that when turned on, illuminates a deep sense of strength and power.
Imagine the Sun (solar energy) infusing you with its warmth, providing you with
energy and clarity. When your Solar Plexus Chakra is active and balanced, you move
forward in the right direction, using your own wisdom and skills to bring your
dreams to life. If you feel filled with doubt or hesitation about your gifts or choices,
your Solar Plexus Chakra may be out of alignment.

4 - Do you often feel doubt or hesitation?

SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA (MANIPURA)

When your Heart Chakra is balanced you will experience compassion, happiness,
and love, not only for others but for yourself as well. When you fill your heart with
love, you become aware of the love that surrounds you. When your Heart Chakra is
balanced, you’re able to maintain healthy and fulfilling relationships. Love is the
closest thing to real magic that we all possess. When your Heart Chakra is
imbalanced, you may feel sorrow, loneliness, and disconnection, even when your
environment suggests otherwise.

5 - Do you treat yourself with love and kindness?

HEART CHAKRA (ANAHATA)

Your Throat Chakra rules communication – not just the information you
communicate, but how you do it. When your Throat Chakra is balanced, you are
able to transform your thoughts and ideas into words freely. You find the clarity to
express your wisdom and your deepest thoughts with truth and grace. When others
are speaking, you listen with genuine focus and interest. When your Throat Chakra
is imbalanced, it may be difficult for you to express your truth clearly and
effectively, almost like being silenced by the invisible hand of repressed thought.

6 - Do you express yourself freely?

DO YOU EXPRESS YOURSELF FREELY?
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Are Your Chakras Balanced?

Below are 9 key questions to ask yourself in order to discover which chakras, if any,
need attention:

When your Third Eye Chakra is balanced, you trust your intuition and are able to
see the world in its full, majestic vibrance. You can look beyond the naked eye and
see the beauty of a person’s soul. Not only are you able to tap into these intuitive
gifts, you also hold the power to differentiate your physical sight with your spirit
sight. You see life and people as they truly are and accept both the light and dark.
When your Third Eye Chakra is imbalanced, your senses may seem hazy and
unfocused.

7 - Do you have strong intuitive skills?

THIRD EYE CHAKRA (AJNA)

Your Crown Chakra is your connection to the Divine. When this energetic center is
balanced, you have access to deep levels of consciousness and a strong connection
to Source. You accept yourself as part of the continuous universe and are able to
fulfill your highest potential. You have an intimate relationship with your soul
because you’re able to explore the wisdom of your spirit guides and the Divine
realm. When your Crown Chakra is unbalanced, you feel disconnected with Source
and Divine energy.

8 - Do you have an intimate relationship with Source?

CROWN CHAKRA (SAHASRARA)

Your Soul Star Chakra is located above your Crown Chakra, like a halo. It’s the
gateway through which Divine light enters your body and nourishes your soul.
When this energetic center is active and balanced, you experience unconditional
love and ethereal peace. It invites you to pursue ascension and spiritual
development and is your connection to your Higher Self.

6 - Do you feel connected to the love and beauty of the cosmos?

SOUL STAR CHAKRA (SUTARA)
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7 Chakra Affirmations for
Developing Self-Acceptance:

Everything is energy and energy is always moving.  You really can shift and move

into your most natural, healthy energetic flow and chakras are the doorways to

make it happen! Keeping your chakras in harmony is key to overall physical and

spiritual happiness. Improving energy flow pretty much improves anything you can

imagine. If you want to feel better, increase your vitality, have a better sex life,

and create abundance, start actively working with your chakras. You hold the

power to improve your well-being. May you feel deep blessings of alignment.

 
Remember: A balanced solar plexus chakra should help you to feel self-confident,

in control, and energized. If you’re still feeling like you can’t get motivated,

evaluate whether or not you might be sabotaging yourself by creating the

blockage.

Crown Chakra: I am filled with greatness.
Third-Eye Chakra: I am wise.
Throat Chakra: I am learning, and I am growing. We are all learning and growing.
Heart Chakra: I love and appreciate myself as I am.
Solar Plexus Chakra: I accept myself completely. I accept that I have strengths, and
I accept that I have weaknesses.
Sacral Chakra: I am both sensitive and strong.
Root Chakra: I am filled with humility. I am enough as I am.

Are Your Chakras Balanced?

7 CHAKRA AFFIRMATIONS FOR DEVELOPING SELF-ACCEPTANCE:

7 CHAKRA AFFIRMATIONS FOR DEVELOPING TRUST:
Crown Chakra: I let go, and I trust the process of life.
Third-Eye Chakra: I am a wise decision-maker.
Throat Chakra: I am filled with the power of spirit.
Heart Chakra: I am filled with courage.
Solar Plexus Chakra: I accept that I am learning and growing.
Sacral Chakra: I am balanced. I know when to act, and I know when to wait.
Root Chakra: I am disciplined.
 
Chakra balancing is a very important tool for tapping into your most authentic self.
Experience the power, confidence, and strength that comes from balancing and
aligning all of your chakras—and see what happens!


